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Abstract. This study deals with the project research titled “The Educational models for Air Force 

Personnel training process”, ordered by the Air Force of the Slovak Armed Forces. The research is 

focused on analyses and evaluation of theoretical and practical part of military pilots trainings at the 

Faculty of Aeronautics in the past and comparing with existing educational processes. The research 

unveils strengths and weaknesses of the educational programmes through the history of the faculty, 

since established as the University of Air Force at Kosice till its present status. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The project “The Educational models for Air Force Personnel training process” is staffed by a team 

of employees of the Department of Flight Preparation at the Faculty of Aeronautics. An objective  

of the research is defined as the opportunity to confirm or disprove a feasibility of those educational 

processes for the Air Force of the Slovak Republic. The study consists of analyses of educational 

processes of professional personnel in the past and present in Slovakia and an evaluation of the same 

process abroad. The study should identify current interests and demands of the Air Force of the Slovak 

Republic for training of professional air force personnel prior to their appointment to a military role  

as well as their continuing educational and training process. The proposed part of the study  

of the feasibility includes defined models of educational process for professional personnel  

at the Air Force of the Slovak Republic. The proposed models for the educational programme  

of military personnel truly and reasonably empowers disclosure of programme´s strengths  

and weaknesses, their opportunities and threats, time indicators as well as sources necessary  

for their operational introduction. The Models for educational processes of professional personnel  

in services of the Air Force of the Slovak Republic are dedicated for professional tactical flight pilots, 

professional helicopter pilots, professional commercial pilots, professional air traffic controllers  

and professional air service engineers. The study consists of analyses and evaluation of flight 

preparation studies and flight trainings of future pilots, while comparing the past years and current 

situation by forming an overview on theoretical and practical pilots training throughout the defined 

time line, since early years until present times. Also, the study assesses used methods and forms  

of training process for military pilots as well as didactic and material tools implemented  

to this teaching programmes. The study applies various methods to compare strengths and weakness  

of the processes and describing opportunities and threats in military pilots educational system [1-4, 16-

18]. 
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2. THE ANALYSES AND EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL 

TRAINING OF MILITARY PILOTS IN THE PAST 
 

A significant part of theoretical studies and parallel training for military airplane and helicopter 

pilots was organized on university level at VVLŠ-VKA. The practical flights were performed  

at subsidiary Air Force commands in Košice, Přerov and Piešťany. The flight preparation theoretical 

training and practical training for military transport airplane pilots followed a demand made  

from military air transport headquarters. The selection process for new pilots positions was focused  

on university students completing their last studying year. Or this process was organized  

as a retraining existing pilots already assigned at military divisions. Regarding students training,  

this was designed according approved educational programme following a scheme of air military 

transport educational system for selected aircraft types and technical equipment located at bases  

in Piešťany, Malacky, Kbely and Mošnov [1-6, 9-12]. 

 

Between 1973 and 1990, the theoretical flight preparation training was organized as a standard  

4 year learning programme titled “Pilot of fighter airplane”. Between 1990 and 2004, this subject was 

scheduled as a 5-year study module titled “Pilot of fighter airplane”. Between 2004 and 2020, this 

study programme was titled “Professional pilot”. The educational plan has been outlined as a standard 

3-year bachelor study programme. Beyond 2020, this subject will continue as the study programme 

“Pilot” and scheduled as 3-year bachelor module. 

 
Table 1 The comparison of course blocks in different study plans 

Course blocks  

 

Study hours for mandatory courses  

Period 

1973 – 

1990 

1990 – 

2004 

2004 – 

2020 

2020 – 

2025 

Mathematical - physical and theoretical 

essentials  490 380 208 253 

Basic professional and transport means 

subjects  640 1300 923 539 

Physical education  200 378 104 44 

English language  0 500 234 22 

Flight training and flight-methodical 

preparation   1500 1512 1100 1100 

 

Table 2 The comparison of percentage  shares  of course blocks in study plans 

Course blocks  

Percentage  share of mandatory subjects  

Period  

1973 – 

1990 

1990 – 

2004 

2004 – 

2020 

2020 – 

2025 

Mathematical - physical and theoretical 

essentials 20 6 7 11 

Basic professional and transport means 

subjects 18 21 30 24 

Physical education  6 6 3 2 

English language 0 8 8 2 

Flight training and flight-methodical 

preparation   41 25 36 50 
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3. METHODS AND FORMS OF EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES FOR MILITARY PILOTS 

 

The majority of educational methods at VVLŠ-VLA were organized as a mixture of oral methods 

and practical ones, for example a training of piloting skills in a simulator environment. The study 

programme was based on methods of pilot students motivation plus fixation teaching methods 

including frequent study task repetitions and firm memorization of essential knowledge necessary  

for a real time flying. Obviously, VVLŠ-VLA´s educational process failed to implement  

the troubleshooting teaching methods. Regarding diagnostic and evaluation methods, the process 

applied oral exams and writing tests including practical tests on a simulator. 

After this educational institution had been reorganized and established as The Faculty  

of Aeronautics, the majority of teaching methods were oral, however, enhanced by troubleshooting 

methods. Students were becoming active members of faculty project teams and research programmes. 

Anyway, the basic educational method still remains practical pilot training on simulators.  

The simulator training is included in two subjects “Flight Simulator Practical Training part I, II, III” 

and “Flight Planning and Monitoring” [7-8, 13-15]. 

Today´s study programmes are based on the motivation of pilot students which has been included 

into each course. Also the Faculty used to organize a plenty of professional seminars with invited 

expert speakers to present ň the students their broad practical experience. The troubleshooting methods 

are included in students´ current paper works, final paper works as well as students participation  

at the Student Scientific Research Programme. 

 

4. THE COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND FORMER EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES FOR 

MILITARY PILOTS AT THE FACULTY OF AERONAUTICS 

 

The comparison of the educational processes was organized into three consecutive periods: 

I. 1973-1990, VVLŠ (University of Military Aeronautics) established 

II. 1990-2004, VVLŠ (University of Military Aeronautics) transformed onto the Faculty of 

Aeronautics established  

III. 2004 - to date 

 

Each period of this educational establishment has its typical characteristics with strengths  

and weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The term “threats” was understood as specific physical  

and existing subjects, events, situations or occurrences with potential to incur damage or loss. 

The process of threats identification consists of locating possible unwanted negative circumstances 

and occurrences that could exist in various forms and aspects throughout the educational process,  

and might be of a threat to the achievement of processes’ objectives.  

The purpose of the threats identification, is detection of all significant threat categories, sources 

allocation, impact on educational process, definition of motives, plans, causality and analyses  

of current and past frequency of their appearance. The threats identification per a period is discussed 

in the TAB.3. 

 
Table 3 Threats identification throughout the periods 

Period  Threats  

1973 – 1990 

 
 limited group of applicants for a position of a military pilot with satisfying 

health conditions  

 limited applicants´ chances for a university study due strict and conditions 

established by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 

 very limited cooperation with non-military educational establishments as well 

as international ones 

 limited competency to release students not reaching set knowledge standards 

 excessive and obligatory planning of Marxism-Leninism subjects into the 

educational process what made the whole studying programme unbalanced 
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1990 – 2004  revision of Air Force including personal and material reduction 

 cut-downs in volumes of technical equipment necessary for continuing 

educational process 

 updates to established standards and directives in the process of integration of 

civil and military air forces 

 planned closing of some educational institutions  

 limited group of applicants for a position of a military pilot with satisfying 

health conditions 

 the Mid Variant of the demographical population growth  

 a very competitive atmosphere within Slovakia and abroad as well as opening 

new private flight training schools  

 limited competency to release students not reaching set knowledge standards 

 limited sources to find new students (since 1993)   

2004 – 2019  only average knowledge and creative potentials of some new enrolled students 

for the military study programmes 

 limited group of applicants for a position of a military pilot with satisfying 

health conditions 

 reductions and organizational changes in Air Force in Slovakia  

 cut-downs in volumes of technical equipment necessary for continuing 

educational process 

 the Mid Variant of the demographical population growth  

 a very competitive atmosphere within Slovakia and abroad as well as opening 

new private flight training schools  

 the state budget has an obsolete methodology of financial sponsoring to public 

universities. 

 an evaluation process of university lectors does not reflect their quality of work  

 the system does not improve teaching effectivity, didactic and social 

competencies of a lector 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic is considerably engaged with a task how to attract 

new enthusiastic and qualified young members to teams of armed forces. The Ministry has informed 

that thousands of military employees or let us say soldier positions are still unoccupied.  

There are various reasons on this occasion like declining interests in such service among young people 

community, unsatisfying qualitative skills and abilities of applicants as well as retirement and reserve 

replacement of existing military personnel. 

This study of the feasibility of the models for educational process for personnel in The Air Force  

of the Slovak Republic contributes to an effective tool for managing future directions of the system 

and strategies designed for educational processes of professional air force personnel in the Slovak 

Republic. 
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